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Abstract In this paper, we develop a sharp interface tumor growth model to study the ef-
fect of the tumor microenvironment using a complex far-field geometry that mimics a het-
erogeneous distribution of vasculature. Together with different nutrient uptake rates inside
and outside the tumor, this introduces variability in spatial diffusion gradients. Linear sta-
bility analysis suggests that the uptake rate in the tumor microenvironment, together with
chemotaxis, may induce unstable growth, especially when the nutrient gradients are large.
We investigate the fully nonlinear dynamics using a spectrally accurate boundary integral
method. Our nonlinear simulations reveal that vascular heterogeneity plays an important role
in the development of morphological instabilities that range from fingering and chain-like
morphologies to compact, plate-like shapes in two-dimensions.
Keywords Avascular tumor growth · Complex geometries · Sharp interface model ·
Chemotaxis · Two-phase nutrient field · Darcy’s law · Boundary Integral Method
1 Introduction
Tumor morphologies are determined by the competition between cell proliferation, cell
death and chemotaxis, which are determined at least in part by the distribution of nutrients
within the tumor and its microenvironment (e.g., [Cristini et al.2005]). Thus, heterogeneities
in vascular distributions and variable uptake rates of nutrients can lead to heterogeneous nu-
trient distributions that could induce diffusional instability through nonuniform rates of cell
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proliferation, death and migration. Morphological instability, in turn, is capable of bringing
more available nutrients to the tumor by increasing its surface area to volume ratio. In par-
ticular, regions where instabilities first occur tend to grow at a faster rate than the rest of
the tumor tissue (e.g., differential growth) that further enhances the instabilities and leads to
complicated tumor morphologies.
The process of nutrient diffusion and uptake inside tumors has been studied since the
mid-1960s. See for example, the reviews [Roose et al.2007,Lowengrub et al.2009,Byrne2012,
Kim and Othmer2015,Alfonso et al.2017,Jarrett et al.2018]. Early biomechanical models of
avascular tumor growth were proposed by Greenspan [Greenspan1976]. Later, Friedman and
co-workers used analytical techniques to investigate the bifurcation behavior of the tumor
growth and predict how the invasive morphology of a tumor develops [Friedman and Reitich2001a,
Friedman and Reitich2001b,Friedman and Hu2006,Friedman and Hu2007,Friedman and Hu2007,
Friedman and Hu2008]. Cristini et al. [Cristini et al.2003] pioneered the use of numeri-
cal simulations within the framework of a Darcy-law tumor growth model where the tu-
mor/host interface is considered to be mathematically sharp. Along this direction, Pham et
al. [Pham et al.2018] developed a boundary integral method to simulate tumor growth us-
ing a Stokes flow model focusing on the viscosity ratio between the tumor and host tissues.
Chemotaxis was introduced to the tumor model in [Cristini et al.2009], where a phase-field
mixture model was used to study tumor growth in a simple microenvironmental geometry. A
sharp interface model was derived from the phase field model using matched asymptotic ex-
pansions. Escher and Matioc [Escher and Matioc2013] analyzed local well-posedness and
stability of this sharp interface model. Garcke et. al [Garcke et al.2016] derived a Cahn–
Hilliard–Darcy model (see also [Garcke et al.2018] for a multi-component variant) with
chemotaxis and active transport using fundamental thermodynamic principles, the asymp-
totic limit of which serves as an extension of the previous sharp interface model to incor-
porate active transport. In this paper, we extend this work by developing, analyzing, and
numerically simulating a sharp interface model for tumor growth with chemotaxis in a com-
plex far-field geometry that mimics a heterogeneous distribution of vasculature.
The main goals of this paper are to analyze the linear stability of the tumor model with
chemotaxis in a complex microenvironment, and numerically simulate the fully nonlinear
dynamics, using a novel boundary integral method. The work presented in this paper is
unique in the following aspects. First, we consider a two-phase nutrient model where the
uptake rates of the tumor and host tissues may be different, which significantly influences
nutrient gradients that can drive morphological instabilities. Second, from the numerical
perspective, we develop a new boundary integral method (BIM) method, which naturally
incorporates the complex far-field geometries without approximation errors introduced by
spatial meshes in the tumor/host domains (e.g., [Li et al.2009]). The three coupled integral
equations uniquely determine the nutrient, its normal gradient at the interface, and the nutri-
ent flux across the complex far-field boundary. We believe that this is the first sharp interface
model that solves coupled integral equations for the detailed nutrient distributions at the tu-
mor/host interface and across the interface with spectral accuracy. Third, we investigate the
significance of the microenvironmental variables (such as the vascular heterogeneity) on the
fully nonlinear tumor dynamics.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we formulate the two-phase nutrient field
sharp interface model and nondimensionalize the resulting systems. In Sect. 3, we develop
the BIM formulation. In Sect. 4 we analyze the linear stability of the system. In Sect. 5, we
present our simulation results of the fully nonlinear system including a numerical conver-
gence study, a comparison with linear analysis results and parameter studies under different
far-field geometries. The conclusion is presented in Sect. 6. In Appendices A, B,C and D
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Fig. 1 Illustration of the computation domain of the tumor growth model with a complex far-field geometry.
we give a complete derivation of our linear stability analysis, the details of our numerical
method including layer potential evaluations for boundary integrals, the small-scale decom-
position to remove stiffness from the high-order derivatives in high curvature region on the
interface, and the semi-implicit time stepping scheme to evolve the interface. Additional
results on the effect of chemotaxis are shown in Appendix E.
2 Mathematical model
We follow the framework developed in [Cristini et al.2003,Cristini et al.2009]. In particular,
as illustrated in Fig. 1, let Ω1 be the tumor tissue, Ω2 be the host tissue, Γ (t) be the evolv-
ing tumor-host interface, and Γ∞ be the fixed, far-field boundary the shape of which mimics
the vascular heterogeneity. We assume that the soft tissue mechanics can be described us-
ing Darcy’s law and that cell motion is driven by displacement due to nutrient-driven cell
proliferation and death, and chemotaxis of cells up nutrient gradients.
2.1 A sharp interface model with a two-phase nutrient field
Nutrient transport. Let σ be the concentration of nutrients and growth-promoting factors;
for simplicity we do not distinguish among the various biochemical molecules. Then, the
nutrient field in Ωi satisfies the reaction-diffusion equation:
σt = ∇ · (Di∇σ)−λiσ , (1)
where Di,λi are the diffusion constants and uptake rates in Ωi respectively. In general Di and
λi could be spatially and temporally heterogeneous or functions of σ and |∇σ |. Because the
nutrient on the far-field boundary σ∞ this significantly limits the range of σ in the domain,
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e.g., 0 ≤ σ ≤ σ∞, which should limit the effect of potential nonlinearities in σ . Although
|∇σ | can be large, we consider the simplest linear diffusion in which Di and λi are constants.
The effects of nonlinearity and spatiotemporal heterogeneity can be considered in a future
work. Next, assuming the continuity of concentration and fluxes on Γ (t):
[σ ]≡ σ2−σ1 = 0, (2)[
Di
∂σ
∂n
]
≡ D2 ∂σ2∂n −D1
∂σ1
∂n
= 0, (3)
where σi denotes lim
xi→Γ (t)
σ(xi) for xi inΩi with i= 1,2 and analogously for ∂σi∂n . The far-field
boundary condition is:
σ = σ∞, on Γ∞. (4)
Chemotaxis. To model the directed migration of tumor cells up gradients of nutrients we
use the Chemo-Darcy law:
u =−µ∇p+χσ∇σ , in Ω1, (5)
where p is the pressure, µ is the cell mobility and χσ is the chemotaxis coefficient. Then,
assuming the tumor cell density is constant, the conservation of mass in the tumor is:
∇ ·u = λM σσ∞ −λA, in Ω1, (6)
where λM,λA is the rate of mitosis and apoptosis, repectively. We assume there is no cell
proliferation or death in the host tissue region, and for simplicity, we do not model any
motion of the host tissue.
Boundary conditions. The Laplace-Young condition for the internal pressure is assumed on
Γ :
(p)Γ = γκ, (7)
where γ is a measure of cell-to-cell adhesion and κ is the curvature of Γ . The equation of
motion for the interface Γ is given by:
V =−µ
(
∂ p
∂n
)
Γ
+χσ
(
∂σ1
∂n
)
Γ
, (8)
where
(
∂σ1
∂n
)
Γ
≡ lim
x1→Γ
x1∈Ω1
(
∂σ(x1)
∂n
)
Γ
, and analogously for p.
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2.2 Non-dimensionalization
We introduce the diffusion length L, the intrinsic taxis time scale λ−1χ and the characteristic
pressure ps by:
L =
√
D1
λ1
, λχ =
χσσ∞
L2
, ps =
λχL2
µ
, (9)
where χσ is a characteristic taxis coefficient. The non-dimensional variables and parameters
are:
σ˜ =
σ
σ∞
, p˜ =
p
ps
, χ˜σ =
χσ
χσ
, D =
D2
D1
, λ =
λ2
λ1
. (10)
During the derivation we have
λχ σ˜t˜ = λ1(∆˜ σ˜ − σ˜), (11)
λχ σ˜t˜ = λ1(D∆˜ σ˜ −λσ˜), (12)
Here we assume the time scales of diffusion and uptake rate in the reaction diffusion process
are similar, and since diffusion occurs faster than the taxis (e.g. minutes vs hours), we have
λ1  λχ , which leads to quasi-steady reaction diffusion equations for nutrient field. The
dimensionless system is thus given by:
Modified Helmholtz equations.
In Ωi:
∆˜ σ˜i−µ2i σ˜i = 0, (13)
where µ1 = 1,µ2 = 1Λ , and Λ =
√
D
λ is the relative diffusional penetration length.
Non-dimensional Chemo-Darcy’s law.
In Ω1:
u˜ =−∇˜p˜+ χ˜σ ∇˜σ˜ . (14)
Conservation of tumor mass.
In Ω1:
∇˜ · u˜ =Pσ˜ −A , (15)
where P = λMλχ represents the relative rate of cell mitosis to taxis, and A =
λA
λχ represents
the relative rate of cell apoptosis to taxis.
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Boundary Conditions.
On Γ :
σ˜1 = σ˜2. (16)
∂˜ σ˜1
∂˜ n˜
= D
∂˜ σ˜2
∂˜ n˜
. (17)
p˜ = G˜−1κ˜, (18)
where G˜−1 = µγλχL3 represents the relative strength of cell-cell interactions (adhesion).
On Γ∞:
σ˜ = 1. (19)
Equation of motion of Γ .
On Γ :
V˜ =− ∂˜ p˜
∂˜ n˜
+ χ˜σ
∂˜ σ˜
∂˜ n˜
. (20)
3 Boundary Integral Method (BIM) reformulation
From Eqs.(13), (14), and (15) we have the Poisson equation for the non-dimensional pres-
sure p˜:
−∆˜ p˜ = (P− χ˜σ )σ˜ −A . (21)
Using the algebraic transformation from [Cristini et al.2003] to define the modified pressure:
p = p˜+(P− χ˜σ )σ˜ −A x˜ · x˜2d , (22)
where d is the dimension of Rd ⊇Ωi. Then from Eq. (13) we obtain
−∆˜ p =−∆˜ p˜− (P− χ˜σ )σ˜ +A = 0. (23)
Dropping all tildes and overbars for brevity, the nondimensional system of equations is as
follows. We have the Laplace equation for the modified pressure p:
In Ω1:
∆ p = 0. (24)
On Γ :
p = G−1κ+(P−χσ )σ −A x ·x2d , (25)
where σ satisfies the two-phase modified Helmholtz equations:
In Ωi:
∆σi−µ2i σi = 0. (26)
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On Γ :
σ1 = σ2, (27)
∂σ1
∂n
= D
∂σ2
∂n
. (28)
On Γ∞:
σ2 = 1. (29)
The equation of motion for the interface is then:
V =−∂ p
∂n
+P
∂σ
∂n
−A n ·x
d
. (30)
From potential theory, the solutions of Eqs. (24), (26) can be formulated as boundary inte-
grals with single layer and double layer potentials. We use a direct formulation for σ and an
indirect formulation for p.
3.1 Direct BIM formulation for the two-phase modified Helmholtz equations.
Consider the Green’s function for modified Helmholtz equations in Ωi:
∆Gi−µ2i Gi =−δxi , (31)
where Gi = Gi(xi,x′), xi ∈ Ωi is the source point, x′ is the field point, and δxi(xi,x′) is the
Dirac delta function. The fundamental solution of Eq. (31) is
Gi(xi,x′) =
1
2pi
K0(µir), (32)
where K0 is a modified Bessel function of the second kind and r = |xi−x′|. Multiplying Eq.
(26) by Gi , Eq. (31) by −σi and summing them up, we get
σiδxi = Gi∆σi−σi∆Gi. (33)
Integrating Eq. (33) over Ωi and using Green’s second identity, we have
σi(xi) =
∫
Γi
(
Gi
∂σi
∂ni′
−σi ∂Gi∂ni′
)
ds′, (34)
where Γ1 = Γ , Γ2 = Γ ∪Γ∞, n′1 = n′ is the unit outer normal on Γ , n2′ = −n′ on Γ and
n2′ = n′ on Γ∞.
Following [Kress2013], letting x1 → x ∈ Γ ,x2 → x ∈ Γ and x2 → x∞ ∈ Γ∞ in Eq. (34)
and using Eqs. (27), (28), (29), we obtain the following coupled set of boundary integral
equations:
On Γ :
1
2
σ1+
∫
Γ
(
σ1
∂G1
∂n′
−G1 ∂σ1∂n′
)
ds′ = 0, (35)
−1
2
σ1+
∫
Γ
(
σ1
∂G2
∂n′
−G2 1D
∂σ1
∂n′
)
ds′+
∫
Γ∞
G2
∂σ2
∂n∞′
ds′ =
∫
Γ∞
∂G2
∂n∞′
ds′. (36)
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On Γ∞:
∫
Γ
(
σ1
∂G2
∂n′
−G2 1D
∂σ1
∂n′
)
ds′+
∫
Γ∞
G2
∂σ2
∂n∞′
ds′ =
1
2
+
∫
Γ∞
∂G2
∂n∞′
ds′. (37)
This system is solved for the three unknowns σ1, ∂σ1∂n′ on Γ (t) and
∂σ2
∂n′∞
on Γ∞. For details
on how these integrals are discretized and how the system is solved, we refer the reader to
Appendix B.
3.2 Indirect BIM formulation for Laplace equation
Consider the Green’s function for the Laplace equation in Ω1:
∆G = δx, (38)
where G=G(x,x′), x∈Ω1 is the source point, x′ is the field point, and δx(x,x′) is the Dirac
functional. The fundamental solution for Eq. (38) is
G(x,x′) =
1
2pi
lnr, (39)
where r = |x−x′|. From potential theory [Kress2013], the modified pressure p can be for-
mulated as the double-layer potential defined by:
p(x) = (Dη)(x)≡
∫
Γ
∂G(x,x′)
∂n′
η(x′)ds′, (40)
where n′ is the unit outer normal on Γ . Using the properties of the double-layer potential, we
may recast Eqs. (24), (25) into a second-kind Fredholm integral equation with the unknown
η on Γ :
(−1
2
+D)(η) = G−1κ+(P−χσ )σ −A x ·x2d . (41)
The term ∂ p∂n (normal derivative of double-layer potential) needed for evaluating normal
velocity V in Eq. (30) can be computed as [Kress2013]:
∂ p
∂n
=
d
ds
S(η ′s′), (42)
where s is the arc-length parameter and S(η) is the single layer potential defined as:
(Sη)(x)≡
∫
Γ
G(x,x′)η(x′)ds′. (43)
Appendices C and D describe the corresponding discretizations used and the time-stepping
method for evolving the interface Γ (t) in time.
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4 Linear analysis
In this section we present the results of a linear stability analysis (details are provided in
Appendix A) of the non-dimensional sharp interface equations (24)-(30) reformulated in
the preceding section. The linear stability of perturbed radially symmetric tumors was pre-
viously analyzed in [Cristini et al.2003,Cristini et al.2009,Garcke et al.2016]. Here, we ex-
tend their results to take into account the two-phase nutrient field in two dimensions. Con-
sider a perturbation of a radially symmetric tumor interface Γ :
r(θ , t) = R(t)+δ (t)cos lθ , (44)
where r is the tumor/host interface, R is the radius of the underlying circle, δ is the dimen-
sionless perturbation size and θ is the polar angle. We deduce that the evolution equation
for the tumor radius R is given by:
dR
dt
=CP− A R
d
, (45)
where C = µ1A1I1 (µ1R). The equation of the shape perturbation δR is given by:(
δ
R
)−1 d
dt
(
δ
R
)
= −G−1 l
(
l2−1)
R3
+
l
d
A
+P
(
µ21 A1I0 (µ1R)+B1
(
µ1Il−1 (µ1R)− lR Il (µ1R)
)
− 2
R
C
)
−(P−χσ )
(
B1
l
R
Il (µ1R)+
l
R
C
)
, (46)
where Il−1(R) and Il(R) are modified Bessel functions of the first kind. A complete deriva-
tion and the expressions of A1,B1, which contain the parameters D, R∞ and λ are given
in Appendix A. We remark that when λ = 0, we recover the linear stability analysis in
[Cristini et al.2009]. Furthermore, when the chemotaxis is absent and the diffusion constant
outside the tumor is large we recover the linear stability analysis in [Cristini et al.2003].
We next characterize the stability regime by determining A = Ac as a function of the
unperturbed radius R such that ddt
(
δ
R
)
= 0:
Ac = G
−1 d
(
l2−1)
R3
−P d
l
(
µ21 A1I0 (µ1R)+B1
(
µ1Il−1 (µ1R)− lR Il (µ1R)
)
− 2
R
C
)
+(P−χσ ) dl
(
B1
l
R
Il (µ1R)+
l
R
C
)
. (47)
Here, Ac is the critical value of apoptosis that divides regimes of stable growth (A < Ac,
e.g., below the curve) and regimes of unstable growth (A >Ac, e.g., above the curve) for a
given mode l and penetration length Λ . We focus on the parameters G−1 = 0.001,P = 0.5.
In Fig. 2, we plot Ac as a function of R, D = 1 (solid), D = 100 (dashed), and χσ as
labeled. The top figure with l = 2,Λ = 10 reveals that the unstable regime expands with
stronger taxis and most of the solid curves are pulled downward under richer supply of nu-
trient (D = 100). Notice that we can also see the taxis stabilizes the dynamics when the
tumor grows close to far-field boundary (here R∞ = 13) because the gradients are decreased.
The middle figure with l = 2,Λ =
√
10 shows a similar profile although the curves shift
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Fig. 2 The critical apoptosis parameter Ac as a function of unperturbed radius R from equation (47), far-
field-boundary R∞ = 13, and χσ labeled. Solid: D = 1; Dashed: D = 100. See text for details.
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upward compared to those whenΛ = 10. Thus, the smaller the penetration length (or equiv-
alently the larger the uptake rate in the host tissue), the more stable the dynamics becomes.
In the bottom figure with l = 4,Λ = 10 we see that the unstable regime is narrowed, which
indicates that mode l = 4 is more stable for this set of parameters.
5 Results
Now we investigate the nonlinear evolution of tumor proliferation and invasion into sur-
rounding host tissue. The details of the numerical methods are provided in Appendices B-D.
Appendix B provides details on the discretization and solution of the boundary integral equa-
tions (35)-(37), and the methods for evolving the tumor/host interface Γ in time are given
in Appendices C and D. In addition to the effects of D and χσ , investigated previously in
[Macklin and Lowengrub2007,Cristini et al.2009,Garcke et al.2016], we also consider the
influence of the uptake-ratio λ and complex-shaped, far-field geometries Γ∞ to mimic the
effects of vascular heterogeneities. We fix the relative diffusional penetration lengthΛ = 10,
the non-dimensional proliferation and adhesion parameters P = 0.5, G−1 = 0.001, unless
otherwise specified.
The final time snapshots presented from Figures 6 to 13 are chosen close to the time
step which our numerical simulation stops and do not correspond to steady states. The com-
putation terminates due to a lack of numerical resolution because the curvature of the tumor
boundary becomes very large. To proceed significantly farther in time, many more grid
points along the interface are needed to resolve the nearly singular curvature.
5.1 Numerical Convergence in time and space
In this section we test the convergence of our method. First, we present a temporal res-
olution study. The errors from the time discretization are shown in Fig. 3[a]. The max-
imal differences on the tumor interface between the simulation with ∆ t = 1× 10−3 and
∆ t = 2.5× 10−3,5× 10−3,1× 10−2 respectively are plotted versus time. In all cases the
number of spatial collocation points is N = 256. An improvement of accuracy with a fac-
tor of 4 is observed when ∆ t is halved, indicating a second order convergence rate. This is
expected since the time stepping scheme is second order accurate (Appendix D).
In space, the accuracy of our simulation is established by a resolution study of the
simulation shown in the inset of Fig. 3[b]. The spatial error is investigated by varying
the number N of spatial collocation points representing the tumor interface. The maxi-
mal differences on the tumor interface between the simulation with N = 1024 and those
with N = 64,128,256,512 respectively are plotted versus time. In all cases the time step is
∆ t = 1×10−2. At early times, the error is dominated by the tolerance for solving the inte-
gral equations (1×10−10). This is consistent with the spectral accuracy of our method. The
calculations with smaller N cease at much earlier times than the larger N due to the failure
in solving the integral equations with the given tolerance at the spatial resolution dictated by
N. In particular, the solution computed with N = 512 is accurate to within 1×10−8.5, until
about t ≈ 50, where a larger N is needed to resolve the regions of the interface that are in
near contact.
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[a]
[b]
Fig. 3 Temporal [a] and spatial [b] resolution studies for the case with parameters D= 1000, λ = 1, χσ = 10,
P = 1, A = 0.5, G−1 = 0.05. The far-field boundary is circular with radius R∞ = 10, and initial tumor
boundary is r = 2.0+0.1cos(2θ). In [a], the errors shown are calculated as the maximal differences between
the solution with ∆ t = 10−3 and those with ∆ t = 2.5× 10−3,5× 10−3,1× 10−2 up to time t = 39; In [b]
the errors are calculated as the maximal differences between the solution with N = 1024 and those with
N = 64,128,256,512 up to their last time step t = 20,28,42,50. The corresponding tumor morphologies are
shown in the last row.
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5.2 Comparison with linear analysis when the far-field geometry is circular
In this section we compare the nonlinear simulation with the linear stability analysis results
from Sec. 4 using a circular far-field boundary.
In Figs. 4[a] and [b], the linear stability analysis results (blue lines) for the effective
radius R (left) and shape factor (right) are compared with the nonlinear simulations (red
circles) to show the stabilizing effect of the parameter λ in the nutrient-poor regime. The
nonlinear shape factor is calculated by maxΓ |(|x|/R−1) |. The effective radius is defined as
R =
√
Area
pi . Note that the case with λ = 0.001 ≈ 0 approximates the single-phase nutrient
model used in [Cristini et al.2009] and others.
In Figs. 4[a] and [b], the larger the uptake-ratio λ is, the slower and stabler the tumor
grows. This is because the nutrient gradients decrease as λ increases, which agrees with
what we found in Fig. 2. Further in Fig. 4[a], we see with P = 0.1,G−1 = 0.05, there is
very good agreement between the linear solutions and nonlinear simulations. However, in
Fig. 4[b] when P = 0.5,G−1 = 0.001, while there is very good agreement between the
linear and nonlinear effective radii, the linear solutions under predict the shape factors of the
nonlinear results when λ = 0.001, 0.01 at long times. In other words, nonlinearity enhances
the morphological instability.
In Fig. 4[c], first we notice on the left that the tumor with larger P grows at a faster
rate, as indicated by Eq. (45) and is independent of G−1. Secondly, we notice that tumors
with smaller P and G−1 are more unstable and as before linear theory under predicts the
instability.
We next compare the nonlinear simulation with linear theory for longer times. The re-
sults are shown in Fig. 5 where we consider the case with the microenvironmental param-
eters D = 1, λ = 0.01, other parameters P = 0.5, A = 0, χσ = 5, G−1 = 0.001, simple
(circular) far-field boundary R∞ = 13, and initial tumor surface r = 2.0+0.1cos(2θ). While
there is good agreement between the linear and nonlinear results at early times, both the
effective radius and shape factors are under predicted by linear theory at later times. The
nonlinear tumors, shown as insets, show the development of branched tubular structures
similar to those observed in simulations [Cristini et al.2009,Garcke et al.2016] and exper-
iments [Pennacchietti et al.2003]. In the next section, we will investigate how the far-field
geometry influences tumor progression.
5.3 Nonlinear simulation with non-circular, far-field geometries
In this section we demonstrate the dependence of tumor growth on the geometry of the far-
field boundary under two prototypical microenvironmental conditions. In the first, which we
call nutrient-poor, we take D = 1 and λ = 0.01, e.g., the ECM density in the host is similar
to that in the tumor but the host cell density is smaller (since λ is small). In the second,
which we call nutrient-rich, we take D= 100 and λ = 1, e.g., the host ECM density is much
smaller than that in the tumor but the host cell density is higher. In both cases, however, the
diffusional penetration length is Λ = 10. Unless otherwise specified, we takeP = 0.5 and
G−1 = 0.001.
5.3.1 Nutrient-poor regime (D = 1)
Symmetric 5-fold far-field geometry.
As a first test of the influence of a complex far-field geometry on tumor growth, we take
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[a]
[b]
[c]
Fig. 4 The time evolution of the effective radii R and shape factors δ/R. Blue lines: linear solutions; Red
circles: nonlinear simulations. In [a] and [b]: λ = 0.001,0.01,0.04,0.09; and in [c]: λ = 0.01. The parameters
are D = 1, χσ = 5, P = 0.1 in [a] and P = 0.5 in [b], A = 0, G−1 = 0.05 in [a] and G−1 = 0.001 in [b].
The far-field boundary is a circle with radius R∞ = 13, and the initial tumor surface is r = 2.0+0.1cos(2θ).
Here, N = 64 and ∆ t = 0.05. See text for details.
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Fig. 5 A comparison between linear theory (blue curves) and the nonlinear simulations (red circles) for
the effective radius R in [a] and shape factor δR in [b]. Insets show the nonlinear tumor morphologies. The
parameters are D = 1, λ = 0.01, χσ = 5, P = 0.5, A = 0, G−1 = 0.001. The far-field boundary is a circle
R∞ = 13, and the initial tumor boundary is r = 2.0+0.1cos(2θ). Here, N = 512 and ∆ t = 0.005.
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Fig. 6 The tumor morphologies (first column), the nutrient concentrations σ and fluxes ∂σ∂n at Γ (second
column), and the far-field fluxes ∂σ∂n∞ at Γ∞ (3rd column) in the nutrient-poor regime (D = 1) and apoptosis
A = 0. The five-fold symmetric far-field boundary is R∞ = 13+2cos(5θ − pi2 )). The remaining parameters
are λ = 0.01, χσ = 5,P = 0.5, and G−1 = 0.001. The initial tumor boundary is r = 2.0+0.1cos(2θ). Here,
N = 512, and ∆ t = 0.005.
a symmetric 5-fold perturbed circle instead of a circle as the far-field boundary with all
other parameters as in Fig. 5. We present the results in Fig. 6 where the first column shows
tumor morphologies, the second column shows the nutrient concentrations σ and fluxes
∂σ
∂n at Γ , and the third column shows the fluxes
∂σ
∂n∞ at Γ∞. In the first column of Fig. 6
we see the tumor develops a similar morphology as in Fig. 5 with slight differences in the
tubular structures. In the second column, we notice that both the nutrient concentration σ
and flux ∂σ∂n are high around the fingers, which indicates that in this case, the regions of
highest proliferation and taxis are aligned. In the third column the nutrient fluxes ∂σ∂n∞ at Γ∞
have similar profiles have similar profiles but the magnitudes of the peaks increase as time t
increases. Next, we test different symmetric far-field geometries and different initial tumor
shapes.
Symmetric 3,4,5,6-fold far-field geometries.
In Fig. 7 we present tumor morphologies at similar sizes under the same growth conditions
but using different symmetric far-field boundaries: R∞ = 13+2cos(kθ),k = 3,4,5,6 (Row
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Fig. 7 Tumor morphologies with different symmetric far-field geometries in the nutrient-poor regime (D= 1).
The far-field boundaries are R∞ = 13+ 2cos(kθ),k = 3,4,5,6 (Rows 1,3); R∞ = 13+ 2cos(kθ −pi/2),k =
3,5, R∞ = 13+ 2cos(kθ −pi),k = 4,6 (Rows 2,4). The initial tumor boundaries are r = 2.0+ 0.1cos(2θ)
(Rows 1,2); and x
2
2.12 +
y2
1.92 = 1 (Rows 3,4). The remaining parameters are λ = 0.01, χσ = 5, P = 0.5,
A = 0, G−1 = 0.001. Here, N = 512, and ∆ t = 0.005.
1,3) and R∞ = 13+2cos(kθ −pi/2),k = 3,5,R∞ = 13+2cos(kθ −pi),k = 4,6 (Row 2,4).
The parameters are the same as in Fig. 6, where in rows 1 and 2 the initial tumor boundary is
the perturbed circle r = 2.0+0.1cos(2θ) while in rows 3 and 4 the initial tumor boundary is
the ellipse x
2
2.12 +
y2
1.92 = 1. Hence, by comparing the evolution within each row, and between
rows 1 and 2 and rows 3 and 4, we can see the effect of the far-field boundary shapes. By
comparing rows 1 and 3 and rows 2 and 4, we can see the effect of the different initial
shapes.
All the tumors develop tubular structures. When the initial condition is the perturbed
circle (rows 1 and 2), the far-field geometry has limited influence on tumor morpholo-
gies consistent with that observed in Figs. 5 and 6. However, when the initial condition
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Fig. 8 The tumor morphologies (first column), the nutrient concentrations σ and fluxes ∂σ∂n at Γ (second
column), and the far-field fluxes ∂σ∂n∞ at Γ∞ (3rd column) in the nutrient-poor regime (D = 1) and apoptosis
A = 0. The non-symmetric far-field boundary is R∞ = 13+ 2(cos3 (5θ)+ sin3 (11θ)). The remaining pa-
rameters are λ = 0.01, χσ = 10,P = 0.5, and G−1 = 0.001. The initial tumor boundary is x
2
2.12 +
y2
1.92 = 1.
Here, N = 512, and ∆ t = 0.005.
is an ellipse, which contains many modes, the morphologies are much more sensitive to the
far-field geometry. As a consequence, the morphological instability drives growth of more
modes than in the perturbed circular case and this growth is more strongly coupled with
the far-field geometry. We note that the tumor morphology for the 4-fold symmetric far-
field geometry in row 4 (elliptic initial condition) is similar to that observed in Fig. 11(b)
in [Cristini et al.2009] where the far-field geometry is a square. When the chemotaxis coef-
ficient χσ is increased, the tubular structures develop faster and are thinner but the overall
morphologies are similar (see Appendix E).
Non-symmetric complex far-field geometry.
In Fig. 8 we show the tumor evolution in the non-symmetric complex far-field boundary
R∞ = 13+2(cos3 (5θ)+ sin3 (11θ)). The initial tumor shape is an ellipse and the parame-
ters are the same as in Fig. 7 except that χσ = 10. The first column shows the tumor mor-
phological development, the second shows the detailed nutrient and flux distributions on Γ
and the third shows the nutrient flux ∂σ/∂n∞ at Γ∞. The spatial distribution of ∂σ/∂n∞
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is spiky. It appears to be very noisy, with small scale variations driven by the complexity
of the far-field boundary, but the distribution of ∂σ/∂n∞ is in fact deterministic, resolved
by the computational mesh, and changes only slowly in time. Compared to Fig. 6, where a
circular far-field boundary was used, the magnitude of the flux ∂σ/∂n∞ is about 10 times
larger here.
As in the previous cases, the growing tumor develops tubular structures although the de-
tailed tumor morphology is asymmetric and influenced by the far-field geometry. Compared
to the cases shown in Fig. 7 and in Appendix E, the curvature of the tumor/host interface
is increased due to long-range interactions with the far-field boundary through the nutrient
gradients, even though the tumor is still far from the outer boundary. This requires the use
of smaller time and space steps to continue solving the system beyond the time shown. As
seen in the second column of Fig. 8, both the nutrient concentration σ and flux ∂σ∂n are high
around these tips of the tubular structures, as seen earlier in Fig. 6, although the magnitudes
here are larger.
5.3.2 Nutrient-rich regime (D = 100)
Next, we consider tumor evolution in the nutrient-rich regime with D = 100. We take λ = 1
to maintain the same diffusional penetration lengthΛ . We also takeP= 0.5 and G−1 = 0.001
as before.
Compact growth with A = 0.
In Fig. 9, we present tumor morphologies for different symmetric, far-field boundaries
similar to Fig. 7, where D = 1. Here, the initial tumor shape is the perturbed circle r =
2.0+ 0.1cos(2θ). Rows 1 and 2 have χσ = 5 while rows 3 and 4 use χσ = 10. In contrast
to the D = 1 case shown in Fig. 7 and in Appendix E, when D = 100 the tumors grow
faster, develop compact morphologies and the shapes are strongly dependent on the far-field
geometry. Fig. 9 also shows that χσ has a limited influence on the tumor morphologies be-
cause the larger D reduces nutrient gradients making more nutrient available to the tumor.
The tumors with larger χσ (rows 3 and 4) are slightly more unstable and develop regions of
negative curvature.
Unstable growth with A = 0.1.
When the apoptosis rate A is increased, the instability is enhanced as predicted by linear
theory. This leads to slower growth and the development of tumor boundaries with increased
negative curvature, as seen in the insets of Fig. 10. In Fig. 10, A = 0.1 and χσ = 5. The
initial condition is the perturbed circle r = 2.0+ 0.1cos(2θ) and all the other parameters
are the same as in Fig. 9. The insets in Fig. 10 show that tumors are strongly influenced by
the far-field boundary geometry and develop buds that grow into thick, invasive fingers that
protrude into the surrounding host tissue. The larger the tumor grows, the more the arclength
L to area enclosed A ratio of the tumor boundary increases. At early times, the growth is
compact with A ≈ L2. but as the thick fingers develop, the length increases more rapidly
with a relation A ≈ Lν with ν ≈ 0.6, as labeled. In all four cases, the growth dynamics is
similar, which suggests there may be a universal scaling between the area and the arclength.
Unstable growth with A = 0.2.
Next we increase apoptosis to A = 0.2. In Fig. 11, we present tumor morphologies for
different symmetric, far-field geometries and different initial conditions using the same ar-
rangement in Fig. 7 where D = 1. That is, the initial tumor shapes are perturbed circles in
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Fig. 9 Tumor morphologies with different symmetric far-field geometries in the nutrient-rich regime (D =
100). The far-field boundaries are R∞ = 13+ 2cos(kθ),k = 3,4,5,6 (Rows 1,3); R∞ = 13+ 2cos(kθ −
pi/2),k = 3,5, R∞ = 13+ 2cos(kθ − pi),k = 4,6 (Rows 2,4). In rows 1 and 2, χσ = 5 and in rows 3 and
4, χσ = 10. The initial tumor shape is the perturbed circle r = 2.0+0.1cos(2θ). The remaining parameters
are λ = 1,P = 0.5, A = 0, G−1 = 0.001. Here, N = 512, and ∆ t = 0.005.
rows 1 and 2 and ellipses in rows 3 and 4. In all cases, χσ = 10. As seen in Fig. 11, apoptosis
generates strong instabilities but the shapes produce less branched compared to the nutrient-
poor case (D= 1). The tumor morphologies are qualitatively similar to those obtained in the
nutrient-rich regime considered in [Macklin and Lowengrub2007] where chemotaxis was
absent and the far-field boundary was a circle. In contrast here, the tumor shapes are seen to
be sensitively dependent on the far-field geometry. Due to the large D, the tumor morpholo-
gies are much less sensitive to the initial shape, however.
Complex, non-symmetric far-field geometry with A = 0.2.
In Fig. 12, we present a tumor evolving in the complex, non-symmetric far-field geometry
considered in Fig. 8 in the nutrient-poor regime with D= 1. Here, using D= 100, we find the
tumor grows compactly but develops a corner-like shape with high curvature at t ≈ 8.2 near
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[a]
[b]
Fig. 10 Tumor morphologies (insets) and the relation between the tumor arclengths and areas during the evo-
lution under different symmetric far-field boundaries in the nutrient-rich regime (D= 100) and apoptosisA =
0.1. The far-field boundaries are [a] R∞ = 13+ 2cos(kθ),k = 3,4,5,6; [b] R∞ = 13+ 2cos(kθ −pi/2),k =
3,5,R∞ = 13+2cos(kθ −pi),k = 4,6. The initial tumor surface is the perturbed circle r = 2.0+0.1cos(2θ).
The remaining parameters are λ = 1, χσ = 5,P = 0.5, G−1 = 0.001. Here, N = 512, and ∆ t = 0.005.
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Fig. 11 Tumor morphologies with different symmetric far-field geometries in the nutrient-rich regime (D =
100) and apoptosisA = 0.2. The far-field boundaries are R∞ = 13+2cos(kθ),k= 3,4,5,6 (Rows 1,3); R∞ =
13+ 2cos(kθ −pi/2),k = 3,5, R∞ = 13+ 2cos(kθ −pi),k = 4,6 (Rows 2,4). The initial tumor boundaries
are r = 2.0+0.1cos(2θ) (Rows 1,2); and x
2
2.12 +
y2
1.92 = 1 (Rows 3,4). The remaining parameters are λ = 1,
χσ = 10,P = 0.5, G−1 = 0.001. Here, N = 512, and ∆ t = 0.005.
α ≈ 2.85, as labeled. As seen in the second column, the nutrient σ and the flux ∂σ/∂n∞
are out of phase with the peak of σ ≈ 0.98 occurring at a local minima of ∂σ/∂n∞. This
gives rise to a competition between proliferation and chemotaxis, which drives the formation
of the near corner. Smaller spatial and temporal grids are needed to determine whether a
singularity develops at a finite time. This will be considered in future work. The behavior of
the flux at the far-field boundary (3rd column) is similar to that shown in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 12 The tumor morphologies (first column), the nutrient concentrations σ and fluxes ∂σ∂n at Γ (second
column), and the far-field fluxes ∂σ∂n∞ atΓ∞ (third column) in the nutrient-rich regime (D= 100) with apoptosis
A = 0.2. The non-symmetric far-field boundary is R∞ = 13+ 2(cos3 (5θ) + sin3 (11θ)). The remaining
parameters are λ = 1, χσ = 10, P = 0.5, and G−1 = 0.001. The initial tumor boundary is x
2
2.12 +
y2
1.92 = 1.
Here, N = 512, and ∆ t = 0.005. The arrow in Row 3, Column 1 labels the position on the tumor boundary
where a corner-like shape with high curvature develops.
5.3.3 Comparison between nutrient-poor (D = 1) and nutrient-rich (D = 100) regime
In general, tumors in the nutrient-poor regime (D = 1) are much less-dependent on the
boundary geometries than tumors in the nutrient-rich regime (D = 100). This is because the
nutrient decays more rapidly away from the far-field domain boundary in the nutrient-poor
regime (e.g., Fig. 8 where D = 1) compared to the nutrient-rich regime (e.g., Fig. 12 where
D= 100) and hence the nutrient distribution on the tumor boundary is less dependent on the
far-field geometry than in the nutrient-rich regime. Therefore in the nutrient-poor regime the
tumor morphology is more controlled by the internal parameters–chemotaxis χσ , apoptosis
A – than the far-field geometry. Both χσ andA promote morphological instabilities. For ex-
ample as A is increased, the morphologies in the nutrient-rich regime range from being en-
tirely determined by the boundary geometry (e.g., Fig. 9 where D= 100,A = 0) to rod-like
shapes that are much less sensitive to the boundary (e.g., Fig. 11 where D = 100,A = 0.2)
because shape changes due to cell death A > 0 compete with those induced by the bound-
ary geometries. In addition, the effect of chemotaxis in the nutrient-poor regime generates
larger instability for the same value of χσ than in the nutrient-rich regime because the nutri-
ent gradients are larger in the nutrient-poor regime.
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6 Conclusion
In this paper, we have developed, analyzed, and solved numerically a tumor growth model
that accounts for complex far-field geometries, which mimic heterogeneous vascular distri-
butions. The model incorporates cell proliferation, death, and chemotaxis up gradients of
nutrients that are transported diffusionally from the far-field boundary and uptaken by both
tumor and host cells. Linear analysis, though limited to a simple far-field geometry (per-
formed here for a circular far-field boundary), reveals the presence of rich pattern formation
mechanisms via unstable tumor growth.
To gain insight into the nonlinear solutions, we developed a novel boundary integral
method to accurately and efficiently simulate the system. A direct layer potential represen-
tation was used for two-phase nutrient equation, which enables us to obtain the value of the
nutrient concentration and the nutrient flux on the interface and on the far-field boundary
accurately by solving three coupled integral equations. The tumor interface was evolved
using a semi-implicit time stepping method developed previously (e.g., [Hou et al.1994,
Cristini et al.2003]). The method is spectrally accurate in space and second order accurate
in time.
With the advantage of boundary integral methods in addressing the complex tumor
and far-field geometries, our nonlinear simulations explored various unstable morphologies
caused by vascular heterogeneities, nutrient diffusion constants, and cancer cell apoptosis.
When the nutrient diffusion constants are comparably low both inside and outside the tu-
mor, the tumor is less sensitive to the far-field geometry, and the tumor may grow to a
thin tubular star shape, similar to those found in previous theoretical [Cristini et al.2009,
Garcke et al.2016] and experimental [Pennacchietti et al.2003] studies. When the nutrient
diffusion constant in the host tissue is far larger than that in the tumor, the tumor morphol-
ogy is more sensitive to the far-field geometry, and the tumor would grow to a bulky compact
shape if the cancer cell apoptosis rate is low, but to a rod-like shape if the apoptosis rate is
high.
In future work, we can investigate the dynamics using other penetration lengths Λ to-
gether with other components of the microenvironment such as stromal and immune cells. In
addition, we can consider passive and active cell movement in the host tissue, including the
motion of the far-field boundary (e.g., two moving boundaries in the system). Further, the
nutrient concentration on the far-field boundary need not be constant and the cell division
and uptake rates need not be uniform, as assumed here. Another immediate extension is to
use the Stokes equations to model the dynamics of the tumor and host tissue. This will high-
light the effects of viscosity contrast (e.g., tissue stiffness) between the tumor and the host
tissues. The regulation of cell fates and motility, proliferation and apoptosis rates by me-
chanical and thermal stresses can also be incorporated. Finally, while we presented results
in two dimensions, similar behaviors are expected to hold qualitatively in three dimensions,
we plan to perform full 3D simulations to confirm this.
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Appendix A. Linear stability analysis
The governing equations are
∆σ −µ2i σ = 0 in Ωi, (48)
[σ ]Γ = 0, (49)[
D
∂σ
∂n
]
Γ
= 0, (50)
σ |Γ∞ = 1. (51)
and
∆ p = 0 in Ω1, (52)
p = G−1κ+(P−χσ )σ −A x ·x2d on Γ . (53)
V =− ∂ p
∂n
+P
∂σ
∂n
−A n ·x
d
on Γ . (54)
Consider a perturbed tumor interface Γ :
r(t) = R(t)+δ (t)eilθ . (55)
In cylindrical coordinates the modified Helmholtz equation is
r−1 (rσr)r + r
−2σθθ + r−2σzz−µ2i σ = 0 in Ωi. (56)
Assuming axial symmetry, e.g., σ = σ(r,θ) is independent of z, then
r−1 (rσr)r + r
−2σθθ −µ2i σ = 0. (57)
A.1 Radial solutions
We first consider the radial solution, i.e., σ = σ(r), then (57) reduces to the modified Bessel differential
equation (
r2
d2
dr2
+ r
d
dr
−µ2i r2
)
σ(r) = 0 in Ωi. (58)
Recall the general form of modified Bessel differential equation is(
x2
d2
dx2
+ x
d
dx
− (β 2x2 +n2))y(x) = 0. (59)
The general solutions are
y = a1Jn(−iβx)+a2Yn(−iβx)
= c1In(βx)+ c2Kn(βx), (60)
where Jn(x) is the Bessel function of the first kind, Yn(x) is the Bessel function of the second kind, In(x) is a
modified Bessel function of the first kind and Kn(x) is a modified Bessel function of the second kind.
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The following recurrence relations are useful in the linear analysis
I′n(x) =
1
2
(In−1(x)+ In+1(x)) ,
I′n(x) = In−1(x)−
n
x
In(x) =
n
x
In(x)+ In+1(x),
I′0(x) = I1(x). (61)
K′n(x) = −
1
2
(Kn−1(x)+Kn+1(x)) ,
K′n(x) = −Kn−1(x)−
n
x
Kn(x) =
n
x
Kn(x)−Kn+1(x),
K′0(x) = −K1(x). (62)
The modified Bessel functions of the second kind all have the property that
Kn(x)→ ∞ as x→ 0.
Hence the constant c2 in Eq. (60) must be zero. We therefore obtain
σ = A1I0 (µ1r) in Ω1, (63)
σ = A2I0 (µ2r)+A3K0 (µ2r) in Ω2. (64)
Applying the boundary conditions (49), (50), (51) on the circles r = R,R∞, we have
A1I0 (µ1R) = A2I0 (µ2R)+A3K0 (µ2R) , (65)
1 = A2I0 (µ2R∞)+A3K0 (µ2R∞) , (66)
A1µ1I1 (µ1R) = D(A2µ2I1 (µ2R)−A3µ2K1 (µ2R)) . (67)
Solving for A1,A2,A3, we obtain
A1 =
D
(Dµ2RI0(Rµ1)(I1(Rµ2)K0(R∞µ2)+K1(Rµ2)I0(R∞µ2))
+µ1RI1(Rµ1)(K0(Rµ2)I0(R∞µ2)− I0(Rµ2)K0(R∞µ2))),
A2 =
Dµ2I0(Rµ1)K1(Rµ2)+µ1I1(Rµ1)K0(Rµ2)
(Dµ2I0(Rµ1)(I1(Rµ2)K0(R∞µ2)+K1(Rµ2)I0(R∞µ2))+µ1I1(Rµ1)(K0(Rµ2)I0(R∞µ2)− I0(Rµ2)K0(R∞µ2))) ,
A3 =
µ1I0(Rµ2)I1(Rµ1)−Dµ2I0(Rµ1)I1(Rµ2)
µ1I1(Rµ1)((I0(Rµ2)K0(R∞µ2)−K0(Rµ2)I0(R∞µ2))−Dµ2I0(Rµ1)(I1(Rµ2)K0(R∞µ2)+K1(Rµ2)I0(R∞,µ2)) .
A.2 Perturbation of radial solutions
Now we seek a solution of the modified Helmholtz equation on the perturbed circle given by (55). Since δ is
the perturbation size, following [Mullins and Sekerka1963] we consider the Fourier expansion of the solution
up to the first order in δ :
σ(r,θ) = σi,0(r)+δeilθσi,1(r) in Ωi. (68)
Note here that r,θ and δ are all functions of time t, i.e. r = r(t),θ = θ(t),δ = δ (t). Multiplying Eq. (57) by
r2, we obtain (
r2∂ 2r + r∂r +∂
2
θ −µ2i r2
)(
σi,0(r)+δeilθσi,1(r)
)
= 0 in Ωi, (69)(
r2
d2
dr2
+ r
d
dr
−µ2i r2
)
σi,0(r) = 0 in Ωi, (70)(
r2
d2
dr2
+ r
d
dr
− (µ2i r2 + l2))σi,1(r) = 0 in Ωi. (71)
Therefore it is sufficient to consider the expression
σ = A1I0 (µ1r)+δeilθB1Il (µ1r) in Ω1, (72)
σ = A2I0 (µ2r)+A3K0 (µ2r)+δeilθ (B2Il (µ2r)+B3Kl (µ2r)) in Ω2. (73)
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Apply (49), (50), (51) on the interface r = R+δeilθ with δ  1. Orders higher than O(δ ) are all discarded in
the following calculations.
At O(1), the equations are the same as the radial solution.
The equations at O(δ ) determine the coefficients B1,B2,B3 :
B1Il (µ1R) = B2Il (µ2R)+B3Kl (µ2R)+(A1µ1I1 (µ1R))
(
1
D
−1
)
, (74)
0 = B2Il (µ2R∞)+B3Kl (µ2R∞) , (75)(
B1µ1
(
Il−1 (µ1R)− lµ1R Il (µ1R)
)
+A1µ21
(
I0 (µ1R)− 1µ1R I1 (µ1R)
))
=
D
(
B2µ2
(
Il−1 (µ2R)− lµ2R Il (µ2R)
)
−B3µ2
(
Kl−1 (µ2R)+
l
µ2R
Kl (µ2R)
)
+ A2µ22
(
I0 (µ2R)− 1µ2R I1 (µ2R)
)
+A3µ22
(
K0 (µ2R)+
1
µ2R
K1 (µ2R)
))
. (76)
Solving for B1,B2,B3, we have
B1 = (D(Il(R∞µ2)Kl(Rµ2)− Il(Rµ2)Kl(R∞µ2))µ2(A2(RI0(Rµ2)µ2− I1(Rµ2))+A3(K1(Rµ2)+RK0(Rµ2)µ2))
+A1µ1 (RI0(Rµ1)(Il(Rµ2)Kl(R∞µ2)− Il(R∞µ2)Kl(Rµ2))µ1 + I1(Rµ1)((l(D−1)−1)Il(Rµ2)Kl(R∞µ2)
− R(D−1)Il−1(Rµ2)µ2Kl(R∞µ2)+ Il(R∞µ2)
(
Kl(Rµ2)−R(D−1)µ2
(
Kl−1(Rµ2)+
lKl(Rµ2)
Rµ2
)))))
/
(
RDIl−1(Rµ2)Il(Rµ1)Kl(R∞µ2)µ2 +R(Il(R∞µ2)Kl(Rµ2)− Il(Rµ2)Kl(R∞µ2))µ1
(
Il−1 (Rµ1)− lIl(Rµ1)Rµ1
)
+ DIl (Rµ1)
(
RIl (R∞µ2)µ2
(
Kl−1 (Rµ2)+
lKl (Rµ2)
Rµ2
)
− lIl (Rµ2)Kl (R∞µ2)
))
,
B2 =−
(
Kl(R∞µ2)
(
Il(Rµ1)µ2(A2(RI0(Rµ2)µ2− I1(Rµ2))+A3(K1(Rµ2)+RK0 (Rµ2)µ2))D2
+A1µ1
(
I1 (Rµ1)
(
DIl (Rµ1)+R(D−1)µ1
(
Il−1 (Rµ1)− lIl (Rµ1)Rµ1
))
−RDI0 (Rµ1) Il (Rµ1)µ1
)))
/
(
D
(
RDIl−1(Rµ2)Il(Rµ1)Kl(R∞µ2)µ2 +R(Il(R∞µ2)Kl(Rµ2)− Il(Rµ2)Kl(R∞µ2))µ1
(
Il−1(Rµ1)− lIl(Rµ1)Rµ1
)
+DIl(Rµ1)
(
RIl(R∞µ2)µ2
(
Kl−1(Rµ2)+
lKl(Rµ2)
Rµ2
)
− lIl(Rµ2)Kl(R∞µ2)
)))
,
B3 = (Il (R∞µ2)(DIl (Rµ1)(Dµ2 (A2 (RI0 (Rµ2)µ2− I1 (Rµ2))+A3 (K1 (Rµ2)+RK0 (Rµ2)µ2))
−RI0 (Rµ1)A1µ21
)
+ I1 (Rµ1)A1µ1
(
DIl (Rµ1)+R(D−1)µ1
(
Il−1 (Rµ1)− lIl (Rµ1)Rµ1
))))
/(D(RDIl−1 (Rµ2) Il (Rµ1)Kl (R∞µ2)µ2 +R(Il (R∞µ2)Kl (Rµ2)
− Il (Rµ2)Kl (R∞µ2))µ1
(
Il−1 (Rµ1)− lIl (Rµ1)Rµ1
)
+ DIl (Rµ1)
(
RIl (R∞µ2)µ2
(
Kl−1 (Rµ2)+
lKl (Rµ2)
Rµ2
)
− lIl (Rµ2)Kl (R∞µ2)
)))
.
The nutrient σ on Γ is given by
(σ)Γ =
(
A1I0 (µ1r)+B1Il (µ1r)δeilθ
)
Γ
= A1I0 (µ1R)+(µ1A1I1 (µ1R)+B1Il (µ1R))δeilθ . (77)
The normal derivative of σ on Γ is given by
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(
∂σ
∂n
)
Γ
=
(
∂σ
∂ r
)
Γ
=
((
A1I0 (µ1r)+B1Il (µ1r)δeilθ
)
r
)
=
(
A1µ1I1 (µ1r)+
(
B1µ1
(
Il−1 (µ1r)− lµ1r Il (µ1r)
))
δeilθ
)
Γ
= µ1A1I1 (µ1R)+
(
A1
(
µ21 I0 (µ1R)−µ1
I1 (µ1R)
R
)
+B1
(
µ1Il−1 (µ1R)− l Il (µ1R)R
))
δeilθ ,
(78)
where we use the identity in Eq. (61),
I2 (µ1R) = 2I1 (µ1R)′− I0 (µ1R) = 2
(
I0 (µ1R)− 1µ1R I1 (µ1R)
)
− I0 (µ1R) .
Similarly we seek a solution of Laplace equation, which reduces to Eq. (53) on the perturbed circle given by
Eq. (55). It is sufficient to consider the expression
p = A+δeilθBrl . (79)
For the perturbed circle defined by Eq. (55),κ is given by
κ =
1
R
(
1+
l2−1
R
δeilθ
)
. (80)
On the interface from Eqs. (53), (55), and (77) we obtain
(p)Γ = A+BRlδeilθ
= G−1
1
R
+(P−χσ )(A1I0 (µ1R))− A2d R
2
+
(
G−1
l2−1
R2
− A
d
R+(P−χσ )(A1µ1I1 (µ1R)+B1Il (µ1R))
)
δeilθ . (81)
It is straightforward to derive that
A = G−1
1
R
− A
2d
R2 +(P−χσ )A1I0 (µ1R) , (82)
B =
(
G−1
l2−1
R2
− A
d
R+(P−χσ )(µ1A1I1 (µ1R)+B1Il (µ1R))
)
1
Rl
. (83)
Thus
p = G−1
1
R
− A
2d
R2 +(P−χσ )A1I0 (µ1R)
+
(
G−1
l2−1
R2
− A
d
R+(P−χσ )(µ1A1I1 (µ1R)+B1Il (µ1R))
)
rl
Rl
δeilθ . (84)
The normal derivative of p is given by(
∂ p
∂n
)
Γ
=
(
∂ p
∂ r
)
Γ
= l
(
G−1
l2−1
R3
− A
d
+(P−χσ )
(
µ1A1
I1 (µ1R)
R
+B1
Il (µ1R)
R
))
δeilθ . (85)
Note that
n · (x)Γ = r+O
(
δ 2
)
= R+δeilθ +O
(
δ 2
)
. (86)
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Combining (78), (85), (86) and (54), we obtain
V =
dR
dt
+
dδ
dt
eilθ
= −l
(
G−1
l2−1
R3
− A
d
+(P−χσ )
(
µ1A1
I1 (µ1R)
R
+B1
Il (µ1R)
R
))
δeilθ +P
∂σ
∂ r
− A
d
(
R+δeilθ
)
= −A R
d
+P
∂σ
∂ r
+
(
−G−1 l
(
l2−1)
R3
+
l−1
d
A − l (P−χσ )
(
µ1A1
I1 (µ1R)
R
+B1
Il (µ1R)
R
))
δeilθ
= −A R
d
+P
(
µ1A1I1 (µ1R)+
(
A1
(
µ21 I0 (µ1R)−µ1
I1 (µ1R)
R
)
+B1
(
µ1Il−1 (µ1R)− l I1 (µ1R)R
))
δeilθ
)
+
(
−G−1 l
(
l2−1)
R3
+
l−1
d
A − l (P−χσ )
(
µ1A1
I1 (µ1R)
R
+B1
Il (µ1R)
R
))
δeilθ
= CP− A R
d
+(
−G−1 l
(
l2−1)
R3
+
l−1
d
A +P
(
µ21 A1I0 (µ1R)+B1
(
µ1Il−1 (µ1R)− lR Il (µ1R)
)
− C
R
)
− (P−χσ )
(
B1
l
R
Il (µ1R)+
l
R
C
))
δeilθ , (87)
where C = µ1A1I1 (µ1R).
Equating coefficients of like harmonics, we obtain
dR
dt
=CP− A R
d
, (88)
R−1
dR
dt
=
CP
R
− A
d
, (89)
and
δ−1
dδ
dt
= −G−1 l
(
l2−1)
R3
+
l−1
d
A
+P
(
µ21 A1I0 (µ1R)+B1
(
µ1Il−1 (µ1R)− lR Il (µ1R)
)
− C
R
)
−(P−χσ )
(
µ1B1
l
R
Il (µ1R)+
l
R
C
)
. (90)
The equation of shape perturbation is given by(
δ
R
)−1 d
dt
(
δ
R
)
= δ−1
dδ
dt
−R−1 dR
dt
= −G−1 l
(
l2−1)
R3
+
l
d
A
+P
(
µ21 A1I0 (µ1R)+B1
(
µ1Il−1 (µ1R)− lR Il (µ1R)
)
− 2
R
C
)
−(P−χσ )
(
B1
l
R
Il (µ1R)+
l
R
C
)
. (91)
The critical apoptosis parameter Ac is the function of R such that ddt
(
δ
R
)
= 0 and is given by
Ac = G
−1 d
(
l2−1)
R3
−P d
l
(
µ21 A1I0 (µ1R)+B1
(
µ1Il−1 (µ1R)− lR Il (µ1R)
)
− 2
R
C
)
+(P−χσ ) dl
(
B1
l
R
Il (µ1R)+
l
R
C
)
. (92)
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Appendix B. The evaluation of the boundary integrals
With the integral formulation above, we assume interface curvesΓ andΓ∞ are analytic and given by
{
x(α, t)=
(x(α, t),y(α, t) : 0 ≤ α ≤ 2pi}, where x is 2pi-periodic in the parametrization α . The unit tangent and nor-
mal(outward) vectors can be calculated as s = (xα ,yα )/sα , n = (yα ,−xα )/sα , where the local variation of
the arclength sα =
√
x2α + y2α . Subscripts refer to partial differentiation. We track the interfaces Γ and Γ∞
by introducing N marker points to discretize the planar curves, parametrized by α j = jh, h = 2piN , N is a
power of 2. Here we focus on the numerical evaluation of integrals following [Jou et al.1997,Li and Li2011,
Lu et al.2019]. A rigorous convergence and error analysis of the boundary integral method for a simplified
tumor problem can be found in [Hao et al.2018].
Computation of the single-layer potential type integral.
In Eqs. (35), (36), (37) and (42), the single-layer potential type integrals contain the Green functions with
a logarithmic singularity at r = 0. They can be rewritten in the following form under the parametrization α∫
Γ
Φ(α,α ′)φ(α ′)sα (α ′)dα ′, (93)
where Φ are the Green functions G or Gi , Γ may be either Γ or Γ∞ and φ may be η , ∂σ1∂n or
∂σ2
∂n∞ . We may
decompose the Green functions as below
G(α,α ′) =− 1
2pi
lnr =− 1
2pi
(
ln2
∣∣∣∣sin α−α ′2
∣∣∣∣+[lnr− ln2 ∣∣∣∣sin α−α ′2
∣∣∣∣]) , (94)
Gi(α,α ′) =
1
2pi
K0(µir) =− 12pi
(
I0(µir) ln2
∣∣∣∣sin α−α ′2
∣∣∣∣+[−K0(µir)− I0(µir) ln2 ∣∣∣∣sin α−α ′2
∣∣∣∣]) ,
(95)
where I0 is a modified Bessel function of the first kind, r = |x(α)−x′(α ′)|. The square brackets on the right-
hand side of Eqs.(94), (95) have removable singularity at α = α ′, since r = sα |α−α ′|
√
1+O(α−α ′) =
sα |α−α ′|(1+O(α−α ′)) for α ≈ α ′, where O(α−α ′) denotes a smooth function that vanishes as α→ α ′,
and since K0 has the expansion
K0(z) =−
(
log
z
2
+C
)
I0(z)+Σ∞n=1
ψ(n)
(n!)2
( z
2
)2n
. (96)
Thus, for an analytic and 2pi-periodic function f (α,α ′), a standard trapezoidal rule or alternating point rule
can be used to evaluate the integral
∫ 2pi
0
f (α,α ′) ln
r
2
∣∣∣sin α−α ′2 ∣∣∣dα ′. (97)
The remaining terms on the right-hand side of Eqs.(94), (95) have logarithmic singularity and can be evaluated
through the following spectrally accurate quadrature [Kress1995]
∫ 2pi
0
f (αi,α ′) ln2
∣∣∣∣sin αi−α ′2
∣∣∣∣dα ′ ≈ Σ2m−1j=0 q| j−i| f (αi,α j), (98)
where m = N2 , αi =
pii
m for i = 0,1, ...,2m−1, and weight coefficients
q j =− pimΣ
m−1
k=1
1
k
cos
k jpi
m
− (−1)
jpi
2m2
, for j = 0,1, ...,2m−1. (99)
The derivative dds in Eq. (42) is approximated using Fast-Fourier-Transform spectral derivatives thus main-
taining spectral accuracy.
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Computation of the double-layer potential type integral.
In Eqs. (35), (36), (37) and (41), the double-layer potential type integrals contain the Green functions with
singularity at r = 0 (logarithmic for Eqs.(35), (36), (37)). They can be rewritten as in the following form
under the parametrization α ∫
Γ
∂Φ(α,α ′)
∂n(α ′)
φ(α ′)sα (α ′)dα ′, (100)
where Φ are the Green functions G or Gi, Γ may be either Γ or Γ∞ and φ may be η , σ1 or σ2 = 1. Further,
∂G(α,α ′)
∂n(α ′)
sα (α ′) = h(α,α ′)
1
r
, (101)
where the auxiliary function h(α,α ′) = (x(α)−x(α
′))·n(α ′)sα (α ′)
2pir with r = |x(α)−x(α ′)|. Note that h(α,α ′)∼
O(α−α ′). Since ∂G∂n has no logarithmic singularity, we may simply use the alternating point rule to evaluate
it. For ∂Gi∂n , we decompose it as below
∂Gi(α,α ′)
∂n(α ′)
sα (α ′) = h(α,α ′)K1(µir) = g1(α,α ′) ln2
∣∣∣∣sin α−α ′2
∣∣∣∣+g2(α,α ′), (102)
where g1(α,α ′) and g2(α,α ′) are analytic and 2pi-periodic functions with
g1(α,α ′) = h(α,α ′)I1(µir), (103)
g2(α,α ′) = h(α,α ′)
[
K1(µir)− I1(µir) ln2
∣∣∣∣sin α−α ′2
∣∣∣∣] , (104)
where we have used the fact
d
dr
K0(r) =−K1(r). (105)
Since K1 has the expansion
K1(z) =
1
z
+
(
log
z
2
+C
)
I1(z)− 12
∞
∑
n=0
ψ(n+1)+ψ(n)
n!(n+1)!
( z
2
)2n+1
, (106)
the square bracket on the right-hand side of Eq. (104) also has removable singularity at α = α ′ thus the
integral involving g2(α,α ′) can be evaluated by a standard trapezoidal rule or alternating point rule. Note
that
g2(α,α) =
h(α,α)
µir
=
1
4piµi
xαyαα − xααyα
x2α + y2α
. (107)
The first term on the right-hand side of Eq.(102) is still singular and evaluated through the quadrature given
in Eqs. (98), and (99).
To summarize, using Nystro¨m discretization with the Kress quadrature rule described above, we reduce the
boundary integral Eqs. (35), (36), (37) and (41) to two dense linear systems with the unknowns as the dis-
cretization of η , σ1, ∂σ1∂n′ on Γ and
∂σ2
∂n′∞
on Γ∞, which can be solved using an iterative solver, e.g., GMRES
[Saad and Schultz1986].
Appendix C. The evolution of the interface
As indicated by [Hou et al.1994], the curvature-driven motion introduces high-order derivatives, both non-
local and non-linear, into the dynamics through the Laplace-Young condition at the interface. Explicit time
integration methods thus suffer from severe stability constraints and implicit methods are difficult to apply
since the stiffness enters non-linearly. Hou et al. resolved these difficulties by adopting the θ −L formulation
and the small-scale decomposition (SSD), which we apply here.
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θ −L formulation.
This formulation helps to circumvent the problem of point clustering. Consider a point x(α, t)= (x(α, t),y(α, t))∈
Γ (t). Denote the unit tangent and normal (outward) vectors as sˆ = (xα ,yα )/sα and nˆ = (yα ,−xα )/sα , the
normal velocity and tangent velocity by V (α, t)= u · nˆ and T (α, t)= u · sˆ respectively, where u= xt =V nˆ+T sˆ
gives the motion of Γ (t). The tangent angle that the planar curve Γ (t) forms with the horizontal axis at x,
called θ , satisfies θ = tan−1 yαxα . The length of one period of the curve is L(t) =
∫ 2pi
0 sαdα , where sα , the
derivative of the arclength, satisfies s2α = x
2
α + y
2
α . Differentiating these two equations in time, we obtain the
following evolution equations:
θt = κT −Vs = 1sα (θαT −Vα ), (108)
sαt = (Ts +κV )sα = Tα +θαV. (109)
Instead of using the (x,y) coordinates, (L,θ) becomes the dynamical variables. The unit tangent and normal
vectors become sˆ = (cosθ ,sinθ), nˆ = (sinθ ,−cosθ).
The normal velocity V is calculated using Eq. (30). The tangent velocity T is chosen (independent of
the morphology of the interface) such that the marker points are equally spaced in arclength to prevent point
clustering:
T (α, t) =
α
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
θα ′V ′dα ′−
∫ α
0
θα ′V ′dα ′. (110)
It follows that sα is independent of α thus is everywhere equal to its mean:
sα =
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
sα (α, t)dα =
L(t)
2pi
. (111)
The procedure for obtaining the initial equal arclength parametrization is presented in Appendix B of [Baker and Shelley1990].
The idea is to solve the nonlinear equation ∫ α j
0
sβ dβ =
j
N
L (112)
for α j using Newton’s method and evaluate the equal arclength marker points x(α j)by interpolation in Fourier
space. We may recover the interface by simply integrating:
xα = xssα =
L(t)
2pi
(cosθ(α, t),sinθ(α, t)). (113)
Small scale decomposition (SSD).
The idea of the small scale decomposition (SSD) is to extract the dominant part of the equations at small
spatial scales [Hou et al.1994]. To remove the stiffness, we use SSD in our problem and develop an explicit,
non-stiff time integration algorithm. In Eqs. (35), (36), (37), (41), (42), based on the analysis of the single-
layer and double-layer type terms, the only singularity in the integrands comes from the logarithmic kernel.
Following [Hou et al.1994] and noticing the curvature term in Eq. (41), one can show that at small spatial
scales,
V (α, t)∼ 1
s2α
H [θαα ], (114)
whereH (ξ ) = 12pi
∫ 2pi
0 ξ ′ cot
α−α ′
2 dα
′ is the Hilbert transform for a 2pi-periodic function ξ .
We rewrite Eq. (108),
θt =
1
s3α
H [θααα ]+N(α, t), (115)
where the Hilbert transform term is the dominating high-order term at small spatial scales, and N = (κT −
Vs)− 1
s3α
H [θααα ] contains other lower-order terms in the evolution. This demonstrates that an explicit time-
stepping method has the high-order constraint ∆ t ≤
(
h
sα
)3
where ∆ t and h are the time-step and spatial
grid size, respectively. This has been demonstrated numerically in the seminal work [Hou et al.1994] for a
Hele-Shaw problem. For the tumor growth problem, the semi-implicit time-stepping scheme (see Eq. (115))
requires ∆ t = O(h) instead of explicit schemes which would require ∆ t = O(h3). In section 5.1, we show
a numerical example using N = 1024 to simulate a 2-fold tumor. In this simulation, we could use ∆ t as
large as ∆ t = 1.0× 10−2 for stability instead of ∆ t < 10−6 for an explicit scheme with the equal-arclength
parametrization. For the purpose of numerical accuracy, we used a smaller time step in our simulation.
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Appendix D. Semi-implicit time-stepping scheme
Taking the Fourier transform of Eq. (115), we get
θˆt =−|k|
3
s3α
θˆ(k, t)+ Nˆ(k, t). (116)
We solve Eq. (116) using the second order accurate linear propagator method in the Adams-Bashforth form
[Hou et al.1994] in Fourier space and apply the inverse Fourier transform to recover θ . Specifically, we dis-
cretize Eq. (116) as
θˆ n+1(k) = ek(tn, tn+1)θˆ n(k)+
∆ t
2
(3ek(tn, tn+1)Nˆn(k)− ek(tn−1, tn+1)Nˆn−1(k), (117)
where the superscript n denotes the numerical solutions at t = tn and the integrating factor
ek(t1, t2) = exp
(
−|k|3
∫ t2
t1
dt
s3α (t)
)
. (118)
Note that by setting the integrating factors in Eq. (117) to 1, we recover the Adams-Bashforth explicit time-
stepping method. The integrating factors in Eq. (117) can be evaluated simply using the trapezoidal rule,∫ tn+1
tn
dt
s3α (t)
≈ ∆ t
2
(
1
(snα )3
+
1
(sn+1α )3
)
,
∫ tn+1
tn−1
dt
s3α (t)
≈ ∆ t
(
1
2(sn−1α )3
+
1
(snα )3
+
1
2(sn+1α )3
)
. (119)
To compute the arclength sα , equation (109) is discretized using the explicit second-order Adams-Bashforth
method [Hou et al.1994],
sn+1α = s
n
α +
∆ t
2
(3Mn−Mn−1), (120)
where M is calculated using
M =
1
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
V (α, t)θαdα. (121)
Note that the second order linear propagator and Adams-Bashforth methods are multi-step method and
require two previous time steps. The first time step is realized using an explicit Euler method for s1α and a
first-order linear propagator of a similar form for θˆ 1.
To reconstruct the tumor-host interface (x(α, tn+1),y(α, tn+1)) from the updated θ n+1(α) and sn+1α , we
first update a reference point (x(0, tn+1),y(0, tn+1) using a second-order explicit Adams-Bashforth method
to discretize the equation of motion xt = V nˆ with the tangential part dropped since it does not change the
morphology:
(x(0, tn+1),y(0, tn+1)) = (x(0, tn),y(0, tn))+
∆ t
2
(3V (0, tn)nˆ(0, tn)−V (0, tn−1)nˆ(0, tn−1)) . (122)
Once we update the reference point, we obtain the configuration of the interface from the θ n+1(α) and sn+1α
by integrating Eq. (113) following [Hou et al.1994]:
x(α, tn+1) = x(0, tn+1)+ sn+1α
(∫ α
0
cos(θ n+1(α ′))dα ′− α
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
cos(θ n+1(α ′))dα ′
)
,
y(α, tn+1) = y(0, tn+1)+ sn+1α
(∫ α
0
sin(θ n+1(α ′))dα ′− α
2pi
∫ 2pi
0
sin(θ n+1(α ′))dα ′
)
, (123)
where the indefinite integration is performed using the discrete Fourier transform.
We use a 25th order Fourier filter to damp the highest nonphysical mode and suppress the aliasing error
[Hou et al.1994]. We also use Krasny filtering [Krasny1986] to prevent the accumulation of round-off errors
during the computation.
We solve first the nutrient field σ then the pressure field p. Next we compute the normal velocity V and
update the interface Γ (t) and repeat this procedure.
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Appendix E
In Fig. 13 we present tumor morphologies at similar sizes under the same growth conditions but using differ-
ent symmetric far-field boundaries: R∞ = 13+ 2cos(kθ),k = 3,4,5,6 (Row 1,3) and R∞ = 13+ 2cos(kθ −
pi/2),k = 3,5,R∞ = 13+ 2cos(kθ −pi),k = 4,6 (Row 2,4). The parameters are the same as in Fig. 7 in the
main text, where χσ = 5, except that here in Fig. 13 we use χσ = 10. As in Fig. 7, initial tumor boundary in
rows 1 and 2 is the perturbed circle R∞ = 2.0+0.1cos(2θ) while in rows 3 and 4 the initial tumor boundary
is the ellipse x
2
2.12 +
y2
1.92 = 1. Hence, by comparing the evolution within each row, and between rows 1 and
2 and rows 3 and 4, we can see the effect of the far-field boundary shapes. By comparing rows 1 and 3 and
rows 2 and 4, we can see the effect of the different initial shapes.
The results are similar to those obtained in Fig. 7 although here, because the chemotaxis coefficient χσ
is increased, the tubular structures develop faster and are narrower than those observed in Fig. 7. In particular,
when the initial condition is the perturbed circle (rows 1 and 2), the far-field geometry has limited influence
on tumor morphologies consistent with that observed in Figs. 5 and 6. However, when the initial condition
is an ellipse, which contains many modes, the morphologies are much more sensitive to the far-geometry
because of the instability.
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